ABSTRACT Mathematical models can facilitate an integrative understanding of the complexity underlying biological structure and function, but they must be informed and validated by empirical data. Uniaxial contraction of an arterial ring is a well-used in vitro approach for studying characteristics of smooth muscle contractility even though this experimental arrangement does not mimic the in vivo vascular geometry or loading. In contrast, biaxial contraction of an inflated and axially extended excised vessel provides broader information, both passive and active, under more realistic conditions. Few investigations have compared these two in vitro approaches directly, namely how their results overlap, how they differ, or if each provides unique complementary information. Toward this end, we present, to our knowledge, a new multiscale mathematical model of arterial contractility accounting for structural and functional constituents at molecular, cellular, and tissue levels. The artery is assumed to be a thick-walled incompressible cylinder described by an anisotropic model of the extracellular matrix and, to our knowledge, novel model of smooth muscle contractility. The latter includes a 3D structural sensitivity to deformation, including microscale muscle filament overlap and filament lattice spacing. The overall model captures uniaxial and biaxial experimental contraction data, which was not possible when accounting for filament overlap alone. The model also enables parameter sensitivity studies, which confirmed that uniaxial contraction tests are not as efficient as biaxial tests for identifying changes in vascular smooth muscle function.
INTRODUCTION
Abnormal structural and mechanical changes in the vascular extracellular matrix (ECM) can lead to life-threatening conditions, including aneurysm, dissection, and rupture. Accumulating evidence from medical genetics suggest that altered smooth muscle cell (SMC) force generation contributes significantly to these conditions (1), a suggestion reinforced by the biomechanical finding that pharmacological enhancement of contractility can help protect an otherwise vulnerable ECM by reducing pressure-induced wall stress (2) . There is, therefore, broad motivation to understand better the role of SMC function in arterial mechanics in health and disease. A common approach to study smooth muscle force development is to expose uniaxially loaded arterial rings to different vasoactive stimuli. The applied mechanical strain affects the intracellular organization of the contractile apparatus and thereby influences the magnitude of the developed active force. Alternatively, vascular contractility can be studied using a pressure-myograph, where a cylindrical segment is cannulated at both ends and contracted at different axial stretches and intraluminal pressures to better mimic in vivo conditions. Development of SMC active tone is a multiscale process whereby force is generated by the working action of myosin motors and transmitted through multiple structural constituents at different length scales, including actin and myosin filaments within the contractile apparatus, the intracellular network of cytoskeletal filaments, focal adhesions at the membrane, extracellular elastic fibers, and neighboring cells. The active force thus depends on structural and mechanical properties of these multiple components in radial, circumferential, and axial directions. As an example, filament overlap and filament lattice spacing strongly influence the observed length-dependent active force generation (3) .
The overlap between myosin and actin filaments similarly dictates the number of possible load-carrying cross-bridges between the filaments, and consequently the magnitude of the active force developed by the myosin motors. The length and organization of these filaments shape the filament overlap behavior when load is applied, with an optimal value of stretch enabling maximal production of isometric active tension. There has been considerable study of this lengthtension relationship, although primarily in a uniaxial framework (4, 5) , with a recent interpretation based on the myosin-actin filament overlap behavior (6) .
The distance between actin and myosin filaments (i.e., filament lattice spacing) similarly has an important influence on active force generation by SMCs. Indeed, active force produced by the myosin cross-bridges (7) (8) (9) , ATP turnover and maximal shortening velocities (7) , and myosin cross-bridge kinetics (10) depends on the actin and myosin filament lattice spacing. Theoretical studies of skeletal muscle sarcomeres quantify the influence of filament lattice spacing on myosin force development (11) and the active stretch-tension behavior (12) , but the role of the filament lattice spacing in vascular SMCs has not yet been investigated.
In this article, we study the combined effects of actin and myosin filament overlap and filament lattice spacing on the SMC powered active tone using, to our knowledge, a novel multiscale mathematical model of the vascular wall. The model was fit to both uniaxial ring-test and biaxial inflation-extension contraction data and used to study how changes in different arterial components influence the resulting SMC active tone. The two in vitro approaches were also compared and the efficiency of identifying changes in SMC contractile apparatus analyzed.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this section we describe the multiscale model, which is divided into four spatio-temporal levels: 1) the myosin motor level, 2) the filament level, 3) the cellular level, and 4) the tissue level (Fig. 1) . We describe these different levels in the following sections, including how they are modeled individually and how they interact (Fig. 2 ).
Myosin motor model
The myosin motor is described as a lever-arm (13) that can be divided into two subfragments ( Fig. 1 C) : 1) subfragment 1 (S1) consists of several domains, including the upper domain, actin-binding domain, converter domain (responsible for rotational movement during ATP hydrolysis), and regulatory domain, which carries the activating regulatory light-chains (also referred to as the neck-region and acting as a lever-arm to the rotational movement of the converter domain) (14) ; and 2) subfragment 2 (S2) consists of the first and second parts of the myosin tail region, the second of which is the light meromyosin subfragment (15, 16) . The powerstroke cycle of the myosin motor is executed through a rotational movement of the converter domain that is amplified by a lever-arm (17) . Total crossbridge stiffness is thought to arise mainly from the stretching stiffness of S2 and bending stiffness of this lever-arm (15) . The light meromyosin subfragment attaches to and assembles the myosin thick filament (MTF) (16) .
In the earliest models of the myosin motor, the myosin cross-bridge was modeled as a single-spring parallel to the myosin filament (18) , which remains a common approach to model cross-bridges. There are now more sophisticated cross-bridge models, however, which capture the different myosin motor subfragments as combinations of extensional and torsional springs (11, 19) . These models introduce an additional dimension and are able to account for both axial and radial myosin forces, although at the expense of additional model parameters.
We model the myosin motor as a 2D elastic spring connected to a rigid lever-arm, namely ( Fig. 1 C) : 1) a rigid myosin motor (MD) that includes an upper domain, actin-binding domain, and converter domain, 2) a rigid lever-arm (LA) that rotates due to the work of the converter domain, and 3) an elastic part (S2) that extends during the rotation of the LA. All links between the myosin motor parts are modeled as freely rotating, with no bending considered. Cartesian coordinates are used to describe the position and orientation of the parts constituting the myosin motor. Fig. 1 C shows, in particular, the location (x A , y A ) of the linkage between the actin filament and the MD, the location (x 1 , y 1 ) of the linkage between the MD and the LA, the location (x 2 , y 2 ) of the linkage between the LA and the elastic S2, and the location (x M , y M ) of the linkage between the S2 and the MTF. Coordinates for the S2 in the relaxed (x 2 , y 2 ) and active (x 2c , y 2c ) states define the extension of the elastic part S2. The coordinates used to link the S2 and MTF are, for convenience, defined by (x M , y M ) ¼ (0,0).
Pre-and poststroke myosin configuration. Configurations of the different myosin motor parts depend on the filament lattice spacing, and A B C FIGURE 1 SMCs are organized into concentric layers between sheets of elastic lamellas in large (elastic) arteries. (A) SMCs are oriented with their long axis along the unit vector M SMC , also defined as the q direction, with the MTFs oriented along the same direction. (B) There are two groups of side-polar MTFs, one in the rq plane and one in the zq plane. In the case where the SMCs are oriented in the circumferential direction, with a radial tilt defined through the angle q SMC , the z direction and z direction overlap. (C) The myosin motor is divided into two subfragments: subfragment 1 (S1) consists of the motor domain (MD) and the lever-arm (LA); and subfragment 2 (S2), with important locations therein, is defined through the coordinates (x A , y A ), (x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), and (x M , y M ). Movement associated with the myosin (power-stroke) occurs when the LA performs an angular rotation a ps (x 2c , y 2c ), causing an extension of the S2 that depends on the myosin-actin filament distance d MA (MA distance). more precisely on the distance between the myosin and actin filaments, denoted as d MA (MA distance). The MD and LA are aligned vertically (x A ¼ x 1 ¼ x 2 ) in the relaxed (prestroke) configuration. When the MA distance decreases, the prestroke length of the LA is modeled to shorten and the prestroke length of S2 to increase due to the reduced space between the myosin and actin filament. The sum of the lengths of LA and S2 is set as constant. The MD is modeled to attach to the nearest location on the actin filament (x A , y A ). The working motion of the LA is described by an angular motion a PS , which results in a new poststroke coordinate location (x 2c , y 2c ) for the linkage between the LA and S2, which in turn causes the elastic subfragment 2 to deform. For MA distances larger than the sum of the lengths of MD, LA, and
, cross-bridges cannot form between the myosin and actin filaments and no working motion is performed by the LA. For MA distances less than the length of the MD (d MA < L MD ), no angular motion is performed by the LA. For a summary of the myosin motor coordinates, see Appendix A.
The strain of S2 due to the angular motion of the LA (normalized length change of S2 between pre-and poststroke) is divided into two components, one along the myosin filament ε S2x and another orthogonal to the myosin filament ε S2y . Thus,
Myosin-actin cross-bridge kinetics. The myosin and actin filaments interact when activated myosin motors form load-bearing cross-bridges. The myosin motor is activated through phosphorylation, by myosin light-chain kinase (MLCK), of the regulatory light-chains located on the regulatory domain (neck-region). When phosphorylated, the myosin motors can attach to a nearby actin filament and form a load-bearing cross-bridge between the myosin and actin filaments (14) . The kinetics of myosin motor cross-bridges in SMCs was described mathematically by Hai and Murphy (20) by characterizing myosin motors through four different states, namely, M, dephosphorylated and unattached; Mp, phosphorylated and unattached; AM p , phosphorylated and attached; and AM, dephosphorylated and attached. The evolution of these states can be described through a system of first-order ordinary differential equations, d dt
where k 1 ,.,k 7 are rate parameters and n M , n Mp , n AMp , and n AM are fractions of the different myosin states which fulfill the constraint that
The rate constant k 1 describes activation of the myosin motors and is related to the phosphorylation of regulatory light chains, thus allowing them to interact with the actin filaments to form cross-bridges and initiate the cross-bridge cycle defined by the rate constants k 3 and k 4 . The rate constant k 2 is related to the myosin light-chain phosphatase and thus dephosphorylation of the regulatory light-chains. FIGURE 2 Scheme illustrating relationships among the various SMC components in the proposed multiscale model of an isolated artery. We propose that the filament lattice spacing affects the myosin motor kinetics and myosin filament length (see Fig. 1 C) , which in turn drive the active tone produced by the SMC (see Fig. 1 A) , and ultimately the mechanical behavior of the intact vessel.
Myosin-actin filament model
Active contraction of an overall SMC results from interactions between the myosin and actin filaments, with the working motion of the crossbridging myosin motors causing a relative sliding between the myosin and actin filaments (Fig. 1 B) . Thus, the active tension developed at the cell level depends directly on the organization of the underlying filaments and their lengths. Because actin and myosin filament organization and filament lattice spacing change when the SMC deforms, which affects its active tension development (21) , it is critical to define a relationship between overall muscle deformation and both filament organization and lattice spacing. Myosin filament structure. Myosin motors can form different structures of MTFs. Skeletal muscle myosin and nonmuscle myosin can form bipolar MTFs whereas SMC myosin tends to form side-polar structured MTFs (22) . The myosin motors in side-polar MTFs are arranged in a nonhelical manner, in contrast to the helical arrangement in bipolar MTFs (23) , and they are restricted to interact with actin filaments located within a single plane. We model the structure of the MTFs by introducing a local ðr; q; zÞ coordinate system, with the MTFs aligned along the q direction. We assume two groups of side-polar MTFs in the SMCs: one interacting with actin filaments in the rq plane (denoted simply by r), quantified by the fraction parameter g r , and one connecting actin filaments in the zq plane (denoted simply by z), quantified by the fraction parameter g z ¼ 1 À g r . The MTFs are assumed to align along the long axis of the SMC, with the orientation of the local ðr; q; zÞ coordinate system defined relative to a local/global (r, q, z) coordinate system that defines the orientation of the SMCs within the vessel wall (see Fig. 1 A) . Consequently, the two groups of MTFs have different strain components of the corresponding elastic myosin motor subfragment 2 ðε S2x;r ; ε S2y;r ; ε S2x;z ; ε S2y;z Þ due to the different MA distances in the two groups ðd MA;r ; d MA;z Þ.
Filament lattice spacing dependent on myosin length. Here, we propose a relationship between MA distance and MTF length to model the role of MA distance in SMC active tone. The length of the MTF in SMCs has been reported to change during contraction (24) . Formation of the MTF is thought to be guided and facilitated by the neighboring actin filaments (25, 26) , potentially through MTF stabilizing proteins such as caldesmon (27) and telokin (28) ; this suggests that mechanical deformations of SMCs could affect polymerization/depolymerization of MTFs by modifying the surrounding actin filament lattice. Liu et al. (24) described the average MTF length at equilibrium as L M ¼ L M;max ð1 À ðq=pÞÞ, where L M,max is the maximum MTF length, q is the probability of removing myosin dimers, and p is the probability of adding dimers. Based on the hypothesis that formation of MTF is facilitated by the neighboring actin filaments, we model the combined probability of adding and removing myosin dimers as a function of the filament lattice spacing (MA distance)
where k qp,i is a fitting parameter related to the polymerization/depolymerization of MTFs and d MA,i is the MA distance for each group of MTF ði ¼ r; zÞ. An increased MA distance would result in a shorter MTF length. Filament overlap. The active tension developed during isometric contraction depends on the overlap between the myosin and actin filaments, which defines the maximum number of possible attached and load-bearing myosin cross-bridges (29) . Thus, the length of myosin filament L M also plays an important role in the development of active force. The length-tension relationship for smooth muscle has been described using either a 1D parabolic function (6, 30) or a Gaussian function of the myosin and actin filament overlap (31, 32) . Following the second approach, we model filament overlap using a normalized Gaussian function L fo;i which depends on a normalized filament sliding variable u fs and myosin filament length L M,i as
where u fs is the average relative filament sliding between the myosin and actin filaments; u opt fo is a fitting parameter related to optimal filament sliding for maximal filament overlap; and c fo is a reciprocal length parameter related to the width of the filament overlap behavior, which is assumed to increase with larger average myosin filament length L M,i (6) .
Smooth muscle cell continuum model
Each SMC is modeled as a homogeneous continuum ( Fig. 1 A) , with structural information described by the relative filament sliding between the myosin and actin filaments and the average arrangement and orientation of the modeled actin-myosin contractile unit (CU).
Filament sliding u fs .The evolution law for the filament sliding variable u fs caused by the active motion of the myosin motors is defined through equilibrated forces acting on the actin-myosin complex (or, simply the CU) and the driving myosin motors (see Murtada et al. (6)). The rate of filament sliding is defined as
where P CU is the average active component of the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress acting on the CUs, P MM is the average driving first Piola-Kirchhoff stress component caused by the angular motion of the myosin motors acting along the CUs, and b is a fitting parameter. The total average driving stress P MM from the two groups of MTFs is
where n AMp is the fraction and E AMp is the Young's modulus of cycling (phosphorylated) attached myosin cross-bridges, A S2 is the cross-section area of S2, d M is the distance between the cross-bridges along the MTF, and N CF is the number of CU per unit area. SMC orientation-dependent filament lattice spacing. The ECM surrounding the vascular SMCs, which defines its local biochemomechanical environment, has different properties in different directions at the vessel level (see Fig. 1 ), with SMC-ECM connected in the r direction through focal adhesions (i.e., adhesion-related proteins such as laminin, vinculin, talin, and paxillin (33)), and SMC-SMC connected in the z direction through adherens junctions (i.e., adherens-related proteins such as the cadherins and catenin (34)). In both cases, intracellular filaments form structural links through these connection sites to sense and respond to mechanical stimuli in their extracellular surroundings. For example, vascular SMCs in large arteries are connected to concentrically arranged elastic lamellae through the elastin-associated glycoprotein fibrillin-1, thus allowing an inside-out or outside-in transmission of tension that affects intracellular filament organization (35) . Other factors such as local swelling via glycosaminoglycan-sequestered water can affect this tension (36) . Because of different mechanotransduction mechanisms through SMC-ECM and SMC-SMC connections (37) , mechanical loads applied through focal adhesions and adherens junctions could have different effects on the intracellular filament lattice structure. Here, we simply invoke a mechanical compatibility condition between continuum-level extracellular stretches l i and the microscale level intracellular MA distance d MA,i acting in r-and z directions ði ¼ r; zÞ of the two groups of MTFs, namely,
where k MA;r and k MA;z are stretch sensitivity parameters that range between 0 and 1, with a value of 1 indicating perfect transmission of extracellular stretches to the intracellular MA distances ði:e:; ðd
The orthogonal stretches l r and l z depend on the orientation of the SMCs (Fig. 1 A) . Introducing a radial tilt of SMC. Several reports of SMC orientation in large arteries suggest alignment in the q direction of the zq plane in the ascending and descending thoracic aorta and the abdominal aorta (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) . Orientation in the rq plane has similarly been reported to be along the q direction (38, 39) , with a radial tilt (40) . In particular, O'Connell et al. (42) reported a 19 radial tilt relative to the q direction in the rat abdominal aorta, whereas Fujiwara and Uehara (40) reported a layer specific orientation with an increasing radial tilt from the luminal to the adventitial side ranging from 12.8 and 33.6 degrees in rat descending thoracic aortas. A herringbone arrangement of the r-q SMC orientation was observed in human ascending thoracic aorta (41) , but other studies report that the radial tilt remains consistent between the lamellae (38) (39) (40) 42) . Thus, there is motivation to investigate the potential effect of the radial tilt in vascular contraction.
We model SMC orientation with a radial tilt of q SMC with respect to the q direction in the rq plane (denoted as q direction), characterized by orientation vector ½M SMC ¼ ½M SMC;q ¼ ½sin q SMC ; cos q SMC ; 0 (see Fig. 1 A) . The MTFs are assumed to parallel the SMC orientation (acting in the q direction) and thus are also described by M SMC . The orientation of the r-and z directions can be expressed as ½M SMC;r ¼ ½cos q SMC ; Àsin q SMC ; 0 ¼ ½sinðq SMC þ ðp=2ÞÞ; cosðq SMC þ ðp=2ÞÞ; 0 and ½M SMC;z ¼ ½0; 0; 1, where the z direction always coincides with the z direction. We assume that the SMCs undergo a shearfree contraction.
Constitutive relations for arterial tissue
The collection of layers of SMCs at the tissue level, along with contributions of the ECM, is modeled as a nonlinear homogeneous material using continuum mechanics. Letting the active/passive arterial tissue be represented in a 3D Euclidian space with reference configuration U 0 , the motion f maps any point X˛U 0 to its current position x ¼ f (X, t)˛U, where t is time. The deformation gradient F maps differential position vectors from the reference to this configuration, with incompressibility enforced via detF ¼ 1.
Smooth muscle and extracellular matrix kinematics. Assuming affine motions, and when delineating active from passive smooth muscle tissue, it can be convenient to decompose the F experienced by the SMC tissue into a part related to the elastic elongation of the attached cross-bridges F e and a part related to the relative sliding between the actin and myosin filaments F fs . The deformation gradient (for SMC) is then described through a multiplicative decomposition according to
The filament sliding part depends on the filament sliding scalar u fs and the SMC orientation vector M SMC , thus,
which fulfills the incompressibility constraint (detF fs ¼ 1) and requires that u fs > 0 (with I the second order identity tensor). Consequently, the elastic part is
The right Cauchy-Green tensors related to F and the elastic deformation gradient F e associated with the SMC tissue are, respectively,
The fourth invariant associated with C e and M SMC is defined as
where I 4SMCe is related to the square of the average stretch of the elastic myosin cross-bridges. In the passive state, with no attached cross-bridges, I 4SMCe ¼ 1. Because the myosin cross-bridges are dynamic, they continually attach and detach in the activated state; thus, when an external deformation or load is applied to the SMCs, I 4SMCe is assumed to remain unchanged and the deformation is taken up by F fs and the filament sliding variable u fs . The square of the stretches acting in the r-and z directions on the MTFs are defined through the invariant associated with the right Cauchy-Green tensor and the orientation vectors ðM SMC;r ; M SMC;z Þ, associated with the r-and z directions:
Constitutive relations for muscle and matrix. The arterial wall is modeled as nonlinear, elasto-active, anisotropic, and incompressible. We propose a freeenergy function that is additively decomposed into a passive part J ECM , representing the ECM, and an active part J SMC representing the SMCs. Thus,
The total Cauchy stress tensor s is then expressed as (see Appendix B)
where p is a Lagrange multiplier, and s MM,y is the active Cauchy stress tensor that rises due to the deformation of the elastic myosin motor S2 part caused by the angular motion of the myosin motors, which does not cause any filament sliding ðε S2y;r ; ε S2y;z Þ. It is defined as s MM;y ¼ P MM;y F T , where
and n AM is the fraction, E AM is the Young's modulus of noncycling (dephosphorylated) attached myosin cross-bridges, and N CU is the number of CU in series per SMC (6, 32) . The ECM of the arterial wall is modeled by two pairs of symmetric fiber families embedded in an amorphous matrix defined through the orientations vectors [M ECM,j ] ¼ [0, sin a j , cos a j ], where a j is the angle of the jth family of fibers relative to the axial direction in the reference configuration (a 1 ¼ Àa 2 , a 3 ¼ Àa 4 ). The free-energy function of the ECM is defined as (43) 
The Cauchy stress tensor s can then be written as a function of the invariants by rewriting Eq. 14 as ] i -MLCK activating pathway, here represented by the rate constant k 1 (see Eq. 2). In uniaxial ring tests, the added KCl comes in direct contact with some of the SMCs (32) and depolarizes the SMC membrane without any diffusion-dependent delay, assuming that any cells damaged during the cutting process do not persist at the tissue boundaries of the sample. We model this by setting the activating rate constant k 1 in the chemical crossbridge model to a constant value k 1SS . In the biaxial vessel tests, however, KCl was added on the adventitial side (44) and needed to diffuse through the adventitia to reach the SMCs. The diffusion of the KCl from the adventitial side to the SMCs was taken into account by modeling the activating rate constant k 1 using Fick's second law in one dimension as
where h adv is the distance the KCl needs to reach the SMCs (mean thickness of the adventitia), D KC1 is the diffusion coefficient of KCl in the ECM, erf () is the Gaussian error function of (), and k 1SS is the activating rate constant without diffusion.
Continuum framework for data analysis. The uniaxial extension contraction test is a common in vitro experiment for characterizing isometric active tension development by arterial rings over different ranges of circumferential stretches (32) . Albeit less common, the biaxial contraction test of excised arteries can reveal vessel level contractile capability in response to either continuous changes in luminal pressure at an activated state at different fixed axial extensions (45) (46) (47) or by contracting and relaxing the vessel at different constant values of pressure and axial extensions (44) . The latter approach (isobaric, axially isometric) is more like the protocol used in uniaxial ring tests (circumferentially isometric) and allows one to extract information such as steady-state values of outer diameter and the ''active in vivo axial stretch'' (44) . Several models in the literature can simulate active uniaxial (6, 48, 49) or biaxial (30, 50) responses of arteries, but to our knowledge no models can capture both uniaxial and biaxial contraction data. To address this need, we found parameters in our model by fitting previously reported uniaxial (32) and biaxial (44) contraction data for the descending thoracic aorta excised from 8-to 12-week-old wild-type mice and stimulated by 80 mM KCl membrane depolarization. A flow chart of the relationship between the different variables acting at the different modeled length scales is presented in Fig. 3 .
Uniaxial data. The active stress developed during uniaxial contraction of an arterial ring at circumferential stretch l q is simulated using the active part of Eq. 18 and P ¼ sF ÀT in the circumferential direction, that is
where F e is obtained through Eq. 10. The deformation is described through F ¼ l r e r 5e r þ l q e q 5e q þ l z e z 5e z , where l q is the circumferential stretch at which the isometric contraction is conducted and the other two stretches are related through the incompressibility constraint (detF ¼ l r l q l z ¼ 1). Note that l r and l z are different due to the anisotropic material properties of the ECM in the radial and the axial directions. The length-tension experiments were simulated by repeating the isometric contraction at different circumferential stretches. Biaxial data. The contracted artery in the inflation-extension simulation is subjected to isobaric pressure and isometric axial extension. For completeness, residual stresses are estimated by considering the opening angle F 0 of a radially cut arterial ring segment (51) . This state is considered to be stress-free and denoted U 0 and its domain, defined as (22) where R i is the inner radius, R o is the outer radius, and L is the longitudinal length of the vessel. The mapping of a position (R,Q,Z) in the stress-free configuration U 0 to a position (r,w,z) in the unloaded (i.e., traction-free) configuration U is
where
and L is the axial stretch, assumed to be independent of the radial location, which is associated with the residual stresses. The geometrical region of this traction-free configuration is similarly defined as r i %r%r o ; Àp%w%p; 0%z%x; (24) where r i , r o and x denote the inner and outer radius, and the axial length at the unloaded state, respectively. The mapping of the same position in the unloaded state (r,w,z) to position (r,q,z) in any loaded (i.e., pressurized and axially stretched) state, denoted as U 1 , is r ¼ rðrÞ; q ¼ w; z ¼ lz;
where l is the axial stretch defined per unit unloaded length. Physical components of the deformation gradient F, between the stress-free state and the loaded state, are given by
where l r l q l z ¼ 1 and the radii in the loaded and stress-free states are related through the incompressibility constraint as
In the absence of body forces, the only nonzero equilibrium equation (first equation of motion) in cylindrical coordinate reduces to
With the boundary conditions s r (r ¼ r i ) ¼ P and s r (r ¼ r o ) ¼ 0 with P the distending luminal pressure, the equilibrium equations are given by (43)
where F T is the axial force measured by the force transducer, and s r , s q , and s z denote extra parts of the normal components of the Cauchy stress in radial, circumferential, and axial directions, respectively. Only the normal components of the Cauchy stresses are considered to affect the deformation of the vessel, and any potential effect of shear stress due to the slight radial tilt of the SMCs is neglected in the simulation.
Fitting of material parameters. The SMC material parameters (a set of five) and the ECM material parameters (five material parameters plus two angles) are determined from data sets obtained from uniaxial stress-stretch and biaxial inflation-extension contraction tests using a nonlinear minimization of the errors e SMC and e ECM , i.e.,
where P isom and P isom,exp are the isometric active first Piola-Kirchhoff stresses, Dr o and Dr o,exp are the active changes in the outer radius, r o,p and r o,pexp are outer radii at the passive state, and F T,p and F T,pexp are the axial forces measured by the force transducer at the passive state, all for both model and experiment (exp), respectively. The w OD and w FT are weight parameters. Nonlinear regression analysis was accomplished using MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) and the built-in function ''lsqnonlin''.
RESULTS

Model parameters
Numerically . In addition, one set of SMC model parameters were taken from the literature (Table 1) , whereas a second set of parameters was obtained by fitting uniaxial and biaxial contraction data (Table 2) , which are reported elsewhere (32, 44) .
For the passive and active inflation-extension simulations, the vessel geometry was taken from Murtada et al. (44) . The FIGURE 3 Flow chart of model variables acting at different levels (scales) and their interrelationships: s, Cauchy stress; F, deformation gradient; F fs , filament sliding deformation gradient; F e , elastic elongation deformation gradient; l r , stretch in r direction; l z , stretch in z direction; u fs , filament sliding; P CU , active first Piola-Kirchhoff stress acting on the CUs; P MM , first Piola-Kirchhoff stress associated with the myosin motor; d MA;r , MA distance in r direction; d MA;z , MA distance in z direction; L M;r , length of MTF in rq plane; L M;z , length of MTF in zq plane; L fo;r , myosin and actin filament overlap of MTF in rq plane; L fo;z , myosin and actin filament overlap of MTF in zq plane; ε S2x;r , strain of S2 along the myosin filament of MTF in rq plane; ε S2x;z , strain of S2 along the myosin filament of MTF in zq plane; n AMP , fraction of phosphorylated and attached myosin motors; n AM , fraction of dephosphorylated and attached myosin motors.
length L MD of the MD part was set to 5 nm (14), the length L LA,0 of the LA part to 10 nm (52) , and the length L S2,0 of the elastic S2 part to 60 nm (15) . The rotation a PS of the LA part was estimated to 60 (14, 53, 54) , the smooth muscle the filament lattice spacing was set to 80 nm (55, 56) , and the MA distance at the stress-free state d MA0 was set to 53 nm, assuming that the thick filaments are arranged in a hexagonal lattice (21) . The MTF length L M ranges between 0.23 and 2.2 mm (22,56) and the maximal length L M,max of the MTF was set to 1.1 mm (24). The number of CF per (cross-section) unit area N CF was set to 244 CF/mm 2 (57) , and the distance between the myosin cross-bridges d M to 14.5 nm (23) . The average number of CUs in series N CU was set to 167 of MTF per SMC length (32) and the cross-section area of the S2 subdomain A S2 was set to 1.90 nm 2 (15) . The rate constants in the myosin cross-bridge kinetics model were set to Table 2 ). The Young's modulus of the slow noncycling (dephosphorylated) attached myosin cross-bridges was set to E AM ¼ 0.3 E AMp (6) . The remaining model parameters were estimated by fitting Eqs. Table 2) . The diffusion parameter D KCl ¼ 0.1 (mm 2 /s) was fitted to the time-course data of the outer diameter change during contraction at 90 mmHg and l z ¼ 1.5. The model was able to capture the ring-test contraction experiment and to simulate well the change in outer diameter during intact vessel contraction at the measured axial stretches and pressures.
Model simulations
Simulating biaxial contraction
Simulations of the isometric active stress-stretch behavior and the biaxial active change in outer diameter and axial force are shown in Figs. 4, 5, and 6. Specifically, Fig. 4 shows the simulated time course of isometric active stress P isom development at optimal circumferential stretch over 5 min and the steady-state active stress P isom at different circumferential stretches. The simulated time course of outer diameter 2r o and axial force F T at axial stretch 1.5 and at a pressure of 90 mmHg are presented in Figs. 5 A and 6 A, whereas the change in steady-state outer diameter D2r o and axial force DF T at different combinations of axial stretch and pressures are presented in Figs. 5 B and 6 B. By fitting a second-degree polynomial function F T (l) ¼ al 2 þ bl þ c to the simulated F T À l z relationships at 70, 90, and 110 mmHg, the average preferred axial stretch (with no change in axial force upon contraction), was calculated to l aiv;mod z ¼ 1:54 (see Table 2 ). This value can be compared to the measured ''active in vivo stretch'' l aiv;exp z of 1.56 reported in Murtada et al. (44) . Impact of MA-distance sensitivity
The impact of including MA-distance sensitivity in the model was studied by simulating changes in outer diameter during biaxial vessel contraction using constant values of the MA distance, which is the same as in the uniaxial ring-test at optimal circumferential stretch. This resulted in a significantly smaller change in outer diameter during simulated biaxial contraction, which did not replicate the fit to experiment data that was achieved when using a dynamic MA distance (Fig. 5, A and B) . The MA distance and the MA-distance-dependent parameters were significantly different due to the different stretches acting on the SMCs during uniaxial and biaxial contraction. The MTFs acting in the rq plane had a shorter MA distance d MA;r during biaxial contraction, leading to larger MTF length L M;r (0.42 mm) at 90 mmHg and l z ¼ 1.5 compared to the isometric contraction (0.16 mm) simulated at l q ¼ l opt q ¼ 1:69 during contraction (see Fig. 7 ). The values of the MTF length matched within the range of MTF lengths reported in arterial SMC (24) . The filament overlap was in the same range, however, during the two types of contraction. Together with a higher fraction of MTFs acting in the rq plane ðg r ¼ 0:90Þ, the simulations with dynamic MA distance resulted in a higher active stress contribution and larger change in outer diameter than simulated with a constant MA distance. The values of these variables during uniaxial and biaxial contraction at r ¼ h/2, normalized by corresponding values obtained during isometric contraction for the MTFs in the rq plane, are presented in Fig. 7 .
Transmural Cauchy stresses and MA distances
The transmural distribution of circumferential and axial Cauchy stresses showed a significant reduction and more uniform behavior along the radius with smooth muscle activation compared to simulations with relaxed smooth muscle activation, both at 90 mmHg and l z ¼ 1.5 (Fig. 8) . This finding is similar to that found with a phenomenological model (59) , but this multiscale model provides much more information. A similar near uniform distribution of the MA distance d MA;r was observed, causing an increased transmural behavior of the MTF length L M;r at the contracted state compared to the relaxed state (Fig. 9) . These results suggest that smooth muscle active tone can help maintain a homogeneous stress state across the vessel wall as well as a homogeneous intracellular structure of the MTFs.
Parameter sensitivity analysis
Values reflecting ECM collagen fiber stiffness (c 1,1 , c 1,4 ), SMC orientation (q SMC ), the MA-distance stretch sensitivity FIGURE 4 Comparison of model results (solid curves) with experimental data (symbols) for an isometric contraction: (A) given here is the isometric active first Piola-Kirchhoff stress P isom versus time at the optimal circumferential stretch; (B) given here is the isometric active first Piola-Kirchhoff stress P isom versus circumferential stretch l q .
FIGURE 5
Comparison of model results (solid and dashed curves) with experimental data (symbols) for a contracted vessel segment: (A) outer diameter 2r o versus time at an axial stretch of 1.5; vessel is pressurized up to 90 mmHg (0-1 min), then contracted at the fixed axial stretch and pressure for 6-21 min; and (B) outer diameter change D2r o (after 15 min contraction) versus axial stretch l z at different levels of pressure minus experimental data (mean 5 SE) versus model simulations with either dynamic lattice spacing (solid curve) or a constant MA distance (dashed curve). Model simulations with a constant MA distance fit to uniaxial contraction data alone were unable to reproduce the active change in the outer diameter during biaxial contraction.
parameter in the r direction ðk MA;r Þ, the SMC contractile fiber density (N CF ), the MTF orientation ðg r Þ, and the power-stroke angular motion of the myosin motors (a PS ) were scaled (i.e., multiplied by 0.2, 0.6, 0.8, 1.2, 1.4, 1.5, 2, 3) to assess the sensitivity to these parameters of the steady-state isometric active stress P isom at optimal circumferential stretch l q ¼ l opt q , the change in the outer diameter D2r o , and the active in vivo axial stretch l aiv;mod z at 90 mmHg and l z ¼ 1.5 during contraction (Fig. 10) . The isometric active stress P isom was notably affected when scaling q SMC (SMC), N CF (CF), and a PS (PS), but the simulations revealed only a weak reaction when scaling c 1,1 , c 1,4 (ECM), k MA;r (r-ss) and g r (MTF) (see Fig. 10 A) . The change in the outer diameter D2r o , in contrast, was significantly affected when scaling any of the studied parameters (Fig. 10 B) . Sensitivity to these parameters in simulating uniaxial and biaxial contraction was assessed via changes in the values of P isom and D2r o when using a scaled value of the chosen parameter (0.8, k MA;r , N CF , g r ,a PS ; 1.2, q SMC ; and 2, c 1,1 , c 1,4 ) normalized with the corresponding nonscaled result. The isometric active stress P isom changed significantly only when scaling q SMC , N CF , and a PS , whereas significant differences were observed in the outer diameter change D2r o for all studied parameters (Fig. 10 C) . These results suggest that biaxial isobaric contraction could be a more efficient method than uniaxial contraction to study changes in the SMC contractile apparatus.
DISCUSSION
Understanding better the underlying mechanisms and actions of vascular smooth muscle contractility in intact arteries is facilitated by multiscale models that include descriptions of underlying structural components and their interrelations. Considerable attention has been directed toward describing the uniaxial length-tension relationship through changes in actin and myosin filament overlap. Filament lattice spacing has also been reported to have a significant effect in muscle contractility (12) , but a clear explanation of its influence remains wanting. In this study, we proposed, to our knowledge, a novel multiscale model of the vascular SMC contractile apparatus, including a description of filament lattice spacing and myosin filament structure. The proposed microstructural model was incorporated within a cellular-and then tissue-level model, which was able to capture both uniaxial and biaxial contraction data for the murine descending thoracic aorta (32, 44) ; this was not possible when using a model with a fixed value of the filament lattice spacing. That is, introducing a MA-distance sensitivity to the MTF length increased the simulated contractile response during biaxial contraction due mainly to longer MTF lengths in the rq plane due to the significant difference in filament lattice spacing during uniaxial and biaxial contraction.
A unique characteristic of the biaxial contraction experiment is a measurement of changes in outer diameter for different combinations of pressure and axial stretch. Importantly, there is an optimal combination of pressure and axial stretch that enables a maximal change in outer diameter FIGURE 6 Comparison of model results (solid and dashed curves) with experimental data (symbols) for a contracted vessel segment: (A) axial force F T versus time at an axial stretch of 1.5, with the vessel pressurized up to 90 mmHg (0-1 min), then contracted at fixed axial stretch and pressure (6-21 min); (B) axial force change DF T (after 15 min contraction) versus axial stretch l z at different pressure levels minus experimental data (mean R SE) versus model simulations with either dynamic lattice spacing (solid curve) or a constant MA distance (dashed curve). The simulated change in axial force was not affected by using a constant MA distance. during biaxial contraction. The model simulations showed that this behavior depends on the combination of intracellular filament overlap and MA distance for the different groups of MTFs. When increasing the pressure, the circumferential stretch increased, thus affecting the filament overlap, and the radial stretch decreased, thus affecting the MA distance of the MTFs in the rq plane. When increasing the axial stretch, the MA distance of the MTFs acting in the zq plane caused a longer MA distance and consequently a weakening effect on the SMC active response. The circumferential and radial stretch is also affected by the incompressibility constraint and the total active response depends on the fraction of the MTFs acting in the rq-and the zq planes. The estimated value of g r ¼ 0:90 obtained through data fitting suggests that the majority of MTFs act in the rq plane, thus active sensing by and responses of SMCs in the radial direction is important.
The larger fraction of MTF orientation in the rq plane may suggest that SMCs sense and transmit forces more to the ECM (radial direction) than to neighboring SMCs (axial direction) in large elastic arteries. This possibility is supported by k MA;r > k MA;z , which indicates that the MA distance is more sensitive to mechanical deformation in the rq plane than in the zq plane. Noting that actin filaments are not modeled specifically in this model, having more MTFs acting in the rq plane could affect the intracellular actin filament distribution, thus resulting in an anisotropic distribution of actin filament networks within the SMC.
Model results illustrate the importance of the SMC active tone in the radial direction. It has been reported that 2% of the elastin in the vascular wall forms thick radial elastin struts (42) that connect two adjacent elastic lamella, thereby providing a radial interlamellar connection. Such radial elastin struts and associated radially tilted SMCs may play an important role in supporting radial loads in the vascular wall to prevent arterial damage, including delamination leading to aortic dissection (36) . An increase in SMC radial tilt also reduces the overall contractile response, in part by generating a transmural shear stress during SMC contraction. One of the limitations in this work is that effects of transmural shear stress were not considered.
Some studies suggest that filament lattice spacing influences calcium regulation and sensitization (7, 60, 61) , which in turn affects active force generation by the SMCs. In a FIGURE 8 Transmural distribution of the Cauchy stresses with relaxed (dashed) and active (solid) smooth muscle during biaxial contraction at a fixed pressure of 90 mmHg and an axial stretch of l z ¼ 1.5. Shown here is (A) radial stress s r , (B) circumferential stress s q , and (C) axial stress s z . A significant stress reduction and near-homogeneous transmural distribution in both circumferential and axial Cauchy stress were obtained with the consideration of active smooth muscle. study on guinea pig taenia coli smooth muscle strips, it was found that the active force depends on the degree of compression (reduced filament lattice spacing) (7). The relative cross-bridge stiffness was unchanged at a low level of compression, which suggests that the change in active force could relate to an increase in myosin cross-bridge formation. This model suggests that the underlying increase in the SMC active tone depends on the filament lattice spacing and is related to the dynamic MTF length. Although the model captured both uniaxial isometric and biaxial isobaric-isometric contraction behavior, another filament lattice spacing-sensitive mechanism could exist in the SMC contractile apparatus that affects cross-bridge kinetics (62). In the proposed model, we use a classic geometrical approach to study the myosin motor and different important molecular aspects (e.g., actin-myosin interaction energy) were not taken into account. By improving the myosin motor model using a more sophisticated atomistic or a coarse-grained level modeling approach, effects of protein misfolding and mutations relevant in pathologies such as muscular dystrophy could be investigated.
In conclusion, we presented a multiscale model of the arterial wall that shows a need for a lattice filament-dependent sensitivity to capture both isometric and biaxial contraction data. The model suggests a dynamic behavior of the myosin thick filament length and an anisotropic transmission of extracellular deformation to the intracellular filament structure. Through a parameter sensitivity study, the model shows that in vitro biaxial contraction tests admit behaviors that cannot be observed through uniaxial contraction tests. The model also supports the need to understand better the wall properties in the radial direction, both passive and active. We believe that the proposed model can be used as a numerical platform to better analyze smooth muscle contractility, and hope that it will motivate further theoretical and experimental investigations. where L LA,0 and L S2,0 are the reference length of LA and S2, respectively; and d MA0 is the reference MA distance.
FIGURE 10 Model parameter sensitivity study. We present simulated values for (A) steady-state isometric first PK stress P isom at optimal circumferential stretch; (B) steady-state change in outer diameter change D2r o during biaxial contraction at 90 mmHg and axial stretch 1.5, when scaling the ECM parameter c 1,i (ECM), SMC angle q SMC (SMC), stretch sensitivity parameter k MA;r (r-SS), CF density N CF (CF), MTF orientation g r (MTF), and MM angular motion a PS (PS) to values between 0.2-and 3-fold; and (C) normalized steady-state values of P isom (black bars) and D2r o (gray bars) when scaling the studied parameters by 0.8-(k MA;r , N CF , g r , a PS ), 1.2-(q SMC ) and 2-(c 1,i ) fold. A value of 1 corresponds to no effect of scaling the parameter. 
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